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Artificial Intelligence is the transformational change in the
business world today
Throughout history, the game changer for business has always been technology. Manufacturers replaced
artisans, factories took over from manufacturers, automation and telemetry made most of the repetitive manual
labor obsolete. From personal computers to the Internet and mobile commerce, in the past 30 years, the world
has seen the emergence of the digital economy which is quickly overtaking the economy of commodities.
It is clear that the next biggest shift comes with Artificial Intelligence. Applied AI has the potential to
revolutionize everything: health, finance, property, transport and travel, manufacturing, marketing and sales,
agriculture, energy, business services, decision making, and even politics. It will split the history into pre-AI and
post-AI age. Autonomous robots, computers conversing with humans, self-driving cars, and automated
translation in hundreds of languages: these products of human imagination now turn into reality.
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And because AI is still in its infancy, localization and language services professionals need to be prepared to
work in this environment. The door is wide open.
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A resource for everyone
Since the launch of deep learning in the early 2000s, AI has become more accessible. Barriers to entry are now
lower. No longer a field for scientists, coders and deep tech developers only, AI and machine learning are now
accessible to common mortals.
This is a very recent development. In 2015, Amazon launched Machine Learning, and Microsoft launched
Azure ML. In 2018, Google introduced AutoML. These online tools from the tech giants provide the ability to
train custom AI models. Standardized APIs make it fairly simple to connect AI to any piece of software or
application. Sandbox accounts for experimentation are typically free, and starting is as easy as signing up. Newer
releases bring about the drag-and-drop interface to build AI so that theoretically even children could do it.
Machine learning and AI training courses have proliferated, they are available from universities, online learning
platforms, and from the likes of Facebook, Google, and Microsoft. A significant part of the training programs
is free. There are machine learning conferences and hackathons, social media groups, help websites, and local
communities. Help is readily available. This means that the number of machine learning engineers will increase
in 3-5 years from an estimated 300,000 in 2017 to millions. This is one of the ways the tech giants are taking
on the challenge of talent shortage.
For those who do not wish to depend on the tech giants, and prefer a Do It Yourself approach, neural network
code has gone open source. The best toolkits are available as free downloads on Github. The user has to
understand programming and to be able to tell the difference between convolutional neural networks and
generative adversarial networks. Still, it is not the same as developing machine intelligence from scratch. It’s
more like Lego building blocks.
This increasing accessibility means that AI can now be a valuable resource for anybody, not just Ivy-Leaguers
and Google Geniuses sitting high in their Ivory Cubicles. For those who work in the language services industry,
this is exciting news.
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The opportunity for localization
Most AI developed today is English-centric.
Specialists who develop AI typically operate from a monolingual perspective. IT engineers and data scientists
use English for technical communication, and they carry the language into user communication. Marketing,
support, and product specialists who experiment with AI focus on the application in their field. Localization is,
as usual, an afterthought.
In reality, customers and their data speak many languages, and there is tremendous opportunity in leveraging
local content at an early stage in AI development.

Don’t wait! Find AI initiatives in your company, work with their leaders from an early stage to add a global
perspective. Share the credit.
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Go beyond Neural Machine Translation
Those of us with backgrounds in localization often fall into the trap of equating AI with Neural Machine
Translation (NMT). Since the beginning, machine translation (MT) has been a classic AI application and the
most visible and widely talked about.

Evolution of MT

As with its predecessors, NMT is, today (and will possibly be even more) the driver for nearly every language
service. It is having a profound effect on the language services industry, but there remain some challenges.

While AI is becoming more accessible, there remains a barrier to NMT
Although, from a general perspective, NMT has largely outperformed and replaced SMT, it is still quite pricey
and challenging as to technical requirements and operational complexity, thus out of range for most customers.
Also, even more than before, NMT is not exactly child’s play. Not only is NMT data-hungry, the underlying
infrastructures and knowledge required are also very taxing and challenging.
For this reason, to date, one leading actor dominates the NMT scene with two supporting actors and a few side
actors struggling for an appearance on the proscenium.

NMT Performance is not reliable
In fact, aside showing superior performances on public benchmarks and rapid adoption in deployments and
steady improvements, there have also been reports of poor performance, such as the systems built under lowresource conditions, confirming that NMT systems have lower quality out of domain. This implies that the
learning curve may be quite steep with respect to the amount and, most importantly, the quality of training
data. To correctly deal with data, more than basic skills are necessary, starting from those for evaluation, which
is a huge task. All this draws an even bleaker scenario for NLP applications and NMT for long-tail languages
for which no demand is sustainable without the proper skills and good and substantial data.
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NMT is not user (or even operator) friendly
Additionally, NMT systems are still little interpretable. The probably best-known drawback of Artificial Neural
Networks is their black-box nature, meaning that you never know how and, most importantly, why they come
up with a certain output. This makes any improvements extremely complex and random, when not arbitrary.

Not as popular as you would think…
It sometimes seems that everybody in the language services is talking about neural machine translation, leading
us to believe that it is widely adopted, but this is not necessarily the case. Over 77% of enterprises are not using
neural machine translation widely, though many are interested in piloting new programs.

The above data were taken from an industry wide poll of enterprise-side localization managers
to assess how NMT is used (or not used) in their respective programs.
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Someone is getting a promotion
Executives perceive AI is a business driver and a strategic differentiator, as a key investment into the company
future. A Statista survey found that 84% of businesses adopt AI because they believe it gives them a competitive
advantage. In this environment, many executives are eager to invest into any initiative that promises to harness
the power of artificial intelligence.
This presents a new opportunity for managers in those companies to advance their individual and team goals
within their respective organizations. By proactively embracing and channeling this enthusiasm for AI,
managers will gain the attention of executive stakeholders, giving them more opportunities to advance their
personal and professional goals.
To put it another way – AI is presenting opportunities for strategic differentiation not only to organizations,
but to the individuals working within those organizations. Professionals interested in taking advantage of these
opportunities will fully embrace this new reality.
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Natural Language Processing Opportunity
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of artificial intelligence that covers
interactions between computers and human languages, in particular how computers
process, parse and understand natural language. Natural language processing comprises
speech recognition, natural language understanding, natural language generation, and
machine translation.
Combined with AI technologies such as information retrieval, machine learning, and
sentiment analysis, NLP lays the foundation to create breakthrough opportunities in
such areas as customer interaction, information monitoring, data mining, and expert
systems. NLP allows professionals to find information and bring the collective human
knowledge in a subject matter area to bear on individual cases.
Let tech giants and specialist companies deal with fundamental challenges such as
making AI easy to use, faster and cheaper to customize and deploy, improving its
accuracy and training enough machine learning engineers to satisfy the demand. For
most businesses, there is one key pragmatic question they need to answer: how to apply
AI in their subject matter area. AI’s big promise is to create powerful efficiency gains
and new possibilities. How do you achieve that?
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Ten popular use cases for NLP
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Natural Language Processing Examples by Industry
Machine learning and natural language processing can be applied to every industry and every field. Here are
some of the AI startups and AI implementation projects in established companies.

Medical
Medical AI makes extensive use of image recognition and annotation for diagnostics. Coming up are the
prediction expert systems that match patient symptoms and measurements from medical devices with
treatments. Getting patient data from paper and hospital records into structured databases to improve drug
efficiency is a prominent NLP challenge.

PERSONAL GENOME
DIAGNOSTICS
Predicts cancer
from DNA

SKINVISION

ENLITIC

Diagnoses melanoma
from images

Improves doctor diagnoses

NUANCE DRAGON
MEDICAL ONE
Enables quick documentation of
the patient story to be
integrated with the electronic
health record

CHALLENGE: WILL CONTENT BE GENERATED IN ENGLISH AND TRANSLATED, OR GENERATED DIRECTLY IN EACH LANGUAGE?

Finance
A prolific industry for AI, finance makes heavy use of prediction systems. More recent developments include
news and social media listening to understand the impact on ticker valuations. Chatbots make forays into
personal finance and banking to promote self-service and make bank customer support systems more efficient.

LENDO EFL

SENTIFI

ALPHASENSE

Helps banks and financial
institutions assess an individual’s
creditworthiness using NLP and
machine learning

Generates stock market decisions by
collecting insights from news, social
media, and blogs using NLP

Data collection and search engine
that scans regulatory filings for
information relevant for investment
decisions

CHALLENGE: IMPLEMENT AI TO EXPEDITE DUE DILIGENCE ACTIVITIES ACROSS LANGUAGES AND GEOGRAPHIES.
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Legal
The judicial and legal fields make heavy use of language AI and machine translation. New legislation across
multiple jurisdictions can be tracked and summarized in a single database. Prosecutors scan hard drives for
digital evidence in multiple languages in a process called eDiscovery. Analytics and expert systems aim to predict
court outcomes based on the case materials and judge personality.

ROSS

DoNotPay

A legal research platform

Provides an app to challenge parking
tickets

COMPAS (by equivant)

Neural network scores the risk of
repeat crime within 2 years
CHALLENGE: PROVIDING AUTOMATED VIRTUAL INTERPRETATION IN IMMIGRATION COURTS.

Media
The media is all about language, speech and video. AI-powered monitoring systems scan the news and interpret
them. Captioning systems render spoken word into text in real time for further analysis and translation. Image
recognition systems identify actors and characters on the screen to match content and advertising.

BBC AND DEUTSCHE WELLE

McCANN ERICKSON JAPAN

KNOWHERE NEWS

Scan foreign-language media in
multiple languages, analyze new
articles, index and tag them, and
provide automatic summaries to
their staff for data-driven journalism

Created an “AI Creative Director” that
can develop commercial spot
scenarios

Automatically rewrites news to be
impartial, clears out bias and
propaganda

CHALLENGE: AUTOMATE LIP SYNCHING IN MOVIES AND DOCUMENTARIES.
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Energy
Energy distribution and efficiency are the major specific challenges in the energy sector that are being addressed
by the AI. With more personal power plants integrated into the grid, and intermittent sources such as Wind
and Solar, AI can make energy distribution smarter and help develop marketplaces for electric energy.

GOOGLE DEEPMIND

VERV

ORIGAMI ENERGY

Predicts the output of wind farms

Predicts faults in individual home
appliances, alerts when devices are
accidentally left on

Predicts asset availability and energy
market prices

CHALLENGE: USE AI TO IMPACT CLIMATE CHANGE

Other sectors
Virtually every sector can benefit from AI and NLP advances for customer interaction, news, review and social
media listening across multiple languages, converting piecemeal and scattered company information into
structured data, information retrieval and voice UI for smoother customer experience.
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SHELL

TRIPADVISOR

MOBVOI

IDIBON

Employed virtual
assistants in the
chemical sector to
reduce customer
queries

Uses summarization to
extract keywords from
thousands of hotel
review

Embeddable voice search in
Chinese

Takes unstructured data in
emails, instant messages and
social media, and provides
structured answers to business
intelligence questions
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Beware: AI is certainly not a sure path to success…
Not all ideas survive, natural selection is at work here… In fact, more often than not artificial intelligence
projects fail. They look good on paper, but when it comes to the actual adoption, these experimental systems
fall short of delivering meaningful results and get discarded.
According to Forrester surveys, AI adoption has but ground to a halt last year. In 2017, 51% of enterprises
surveyed used some form of AI, and in 2018 this ratio increased only by 2%. to 53% adoption. So, now
Forrester says 75% of early AI projects underwhelm. Gartner concurs with a similar prediction: 85% of AI
projects won’t deliver for their sponsors.
The startup scene is littered with dead AI companies that did not connect with the market, whose product was
of low quality, or because its function was useless in the real world. Some of the most spectacular fails in the
AI world belong to the giants of the industry.

75% OF EARLY
85% OF AI

AI PROJECTS

PROJECTS WON’T
IMPRESS CIOs

UNDERWHELM
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Failed AI examples
Here are just a few examples of very public initiatives that failed. Fortunately, these companies have plenty of
resources to invest, and these failures are helping to pave the way for future success.

IBM’S “WATSON FOR ONCOLOGY” CANCELLED AFTER $62
MILLION
Watson AI Health has not impressed doctors. Some complained it gave wrong
recommendations on cancer treatments that could cause severe and even fatal
consequences. After spending years on the project without significant advancements,
IBM has reportedly downsized Watson Health laying off more than half the division’s
staff.

Self-driving cars’ first fatalities
Uber’s self-driving car killed a cyclist on the road in Arizona. The multiple sensors of
the vehicle didn’t pick up a human ahead, and the driver, not fully attentive to the
road, did not even make an effort to slow down. The self-driving program has been
suspended since then and resumed 9 months later only. In a similar feat, Tesla
Autopilot car killed the driver by crashing into a tractor-trailer on a Florida highway
without making any evasive maneuvers.

Amazon HR AI scrapped due to gender bias
Amazon HR reportedly used an AI-enabled recruiting software between 2014 and
2017 to vet resumes and make recommendations. The software was however found
to be more favorable to male applicants, reflecting the male dominance in the tech
industry. The software has been scrapped despite significant investment. Similar
gender and race bias been a problem with chatbots and other forms of
conversational AI.

Translator headphones Waverly Labs and Google Pixel Buds get
bad reviews
Hyped as a Star Trek-style universal translators, these translator headphones
generated lots of negative criticism post-launch when users discovered machine
translation was still not good enough to hold a conversation with a person who
doesn’t speak your language.
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Why AI projects succeed and fail. Hint: Look around you.
IRONICALLY, THE BIGGEST BARRIER TO EXCELLENCE IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS ACCESS TO HUMAN CAPITAL.
On the business side, there aren’t enough leaders to apply machine intelligence, identify use cases, set and
manage expectations and reliably execute AI projects. Some of the problems include:

UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS
Human processes and predictions have developed over decades, AI only had a few years to learn, yet
executives expect them to outperform humans from early on.

HIGH ACCURACY THRESHOLD FOR ADOPTION
Where humans are allowed to fail, AI isn’t. AI systems begin to see widespread adoption only after
their quality exceeds near-human accuracy threshold. Machine translation compared to human
translation is a classic example. The average edit rate for human translation is 11%, but machine
translation is expected to have 100% accuracy.

LACK OF FOCUS ON BUSINESS GOALS
AI projects often start by collecting all the available data and then looking for a way to use it. The
problem is that only a fraction of most data has value.

LACK OF QUALITY DATA
All of the previous factors lead to data. AI model accuracy and output quality, its ability to outperform
humans and meet business objectives depend on the size and cleanliness of the dataset. At project
launch there is typically too much general data from public sources, from parsing websites on the
internet, from company record-keeping, but there is no guarantee that inside the corpus there aren’t
any patches of information that can contaminate the dataset. Automated tests detect some of it, but
humans are still necessary also to scrutinize results and feed machines with training data to tune them
and improve performance.

On the production side, AI in localization today is manpower: educating engines by tagging, labeling, evaluating,
collecting, integrating data. These tasks require program and vendor management competences that software
engineers and mid-level managers in marketing, support and product departments often lack. Success often
depends on the ability to run teams with hundreds of people efficiently to complete on time and on budget.
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Success factors

THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE AND SET EXPECTATIONS
While machine learning sponsors are primarily engineers, they need to be diplomats and
persuasive salespeople as well, setting up realistic timelines and quality expectations with
their executives and clients.

STRONG FOCUS ON REALISTIC GOALS AND USE CASES
The AI project should try to address a real business problem. Building on existing data or
trying to create a market may lead to a solution in search of a problem: something curious,
but not commercially viable. Understanding the audience and their use case is key.
Furthermore, early value projects have a higher success rate than long-term ambitious plans.

MULTILINGUAL DATA QUALITY AND COMMITMENT TO
MAINTENANCE
There is never enough good quality data, and there is too much bad data. Human effort and
scrutiny is necessary to achieve an accuracy of 85-90%. Commit to data cleaning and
maintenance over the whole term of the project. Just like you should be doing with
Translation Memories.

OUTSOURCE, OUTSOURCE, OUTSOURCE
International business groups know how to outsource - that's the nature of localization. The
future of AI in localizatio+n is outsourcing human tasks to the language services ecosystem.
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Case Study: Pactera partners with AI early-adopters
AI models rely heavily on data. Like oil drawn from roots, datasets can be crude and flawed at first. Crucial to
the success of training an AI solution is the preparation of training data along with the proper framework to
achieve its intended accuracy. Incorrectly prepared training data can teach an AI model to make inaccurate
inferences or even ethically dubious decisions.
In 2016, an AI enabled mobile game called Pokémon Go became wildly popular for its incorporation of
augmented reality into a child’s game. Within days of its release, the app was downloaded over 7.5 million
times. Soon after, however, users reported that popular virtual hangout areas were centralized in predominantly
white neighborhoods with very few in largely minority neighborhoods. This occurred because the developers
created the game based on biased training datasets that were not carefully prepared. The developer had to
rework their AI model based on new training data, a process that was costly.
The quality of an AI model is defined by its training data. While the algorithm is the brain of your AI system,
the data that trains it is the meat and bones. It drives the AI’s actions and shows the accuracy of the AI’s
decisions. AI systems today can be inaccurate if they do not have good training data (garbage in, garbage out
issues). Sometimes these issues aren’t identified until your AI model delivers undesirable results after being
released to an external audience. Therefore, critical analysis should be awarded to the quality of data that is used
to train and test those algorithms. Improperly trained models can lead to disastrous results.
Pactera has partnered with early adopters to deliver production-ready AI applications. For over ten years,
Pactera has provided curated training datasets for automatic speech recognition and generation, image
recognition, and maps verification applications. We call this suite of AI training data services AI Enablement.
From data curation to data labeling and output validation, Pactera’s AI Enablement Service delivers exceptional
agility and quality at scale. At the heart of our service is our 50K strong global pool of data analysts, an
innovative user-centric technology infrastructure and mature program and quality management practices.
Combining our global outsourcing expertise with our diverse AI data services experience, our solution offers
you the ability to rapidly mobilize a global workforce while ensuring speed and quality for the prepared data,
through a host of smart auditing, training and management tools.
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OneForma: One Connected Framework
When tools for resource recruitment, production workflow and administrative management are placed on one
connected framework, we remove the common challenges that plague large scale de-centralized teams –
challenges like lack of visibility, interoperability, scalability and quality control. Pactera has developed a set of
tools on a unified framework to give AI model developers complete visibility and control over their training
data. We call this set of tools OneForma.
OneForma is a web-based platform of intelligent AI Data Project Management tools that enables large-scale,
high volume AI Data and localization project execution. On this integrated, centralized and smart-automationenabled technology framework, managers and resources both experience a consistent and efficient journey
from resource screening and on-boarding, training and production, to management and tracking.
OneForma runs on a cloud infrastructure that ensures that our service is fast, reliable and responsive from
everywhere in the world. The server runs on a virtual machine which is securely encrypted thanks to Bitlocker
technology.
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FileForma
A secure file transfer platform that allows for the mass transfer of data used for AI learning models. The
platform provides clients full visibility of who can access their data on this platform, as well as full control over
how long the data is available to us for processing.

Forma DeskMC
A versatile project management platform that offers full control over your AI data projects. This administration
portal with resource management, task management and logging features, as well as the ability to perform multilayer QA on submitted data in real time, provides project managers with more visibility and control. Graphs
and real-time information about users, tasks, and the work done by resources also allows project managers
better flexibility.

Forma Analytics
An integrated platform of customized and dynamic dashboards that will provide advanced data analytics on a
granular level, in order to help managers and clients extract meaningful insights from project data in real-time.

DeskForma
A powerful production platform that provides customizable production environments for individual projects.
Using one interface allows resources to have access to all tasks assigned to them across several projects. They
can do production work on project-specific web apps, as well as access additional features such as progress
reports, quality reports or bug reports.

Forma UserMC
A unified user database management platform that will enable recruiters and PMs to search for the bestmatched resources from our global pool, enriched by comprehensive profile data like demographic and
geographic information, core competencies, certified skills, performance history on previous and current
Pactera projects, etc. We will be adding an AI powered “Find My Matches” feature that will employ machine
learning algorithms to identify the best resources for a given job through multi-dimensional compatibility
matching, based on the comprehensive profile data that is available to us in the unified user database.

JobForma
A resource-facing job search and training platform that will improve the resource journey from job search to
onboarding, training and certification.
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Be the AI Hero in your organization.
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About Nimdzi
Nimdzi provides market research, training, and advisory for the language services industry. We help companies
grow and mature their localization programs. Our global team of experts has one priority: to keep our clients
on the cutting edge of technology, program management, growth, vendor management, executive leadership.
info@nimdzi.com

About Pactera
Pactera has a global network consisting of thousands of human judges that evaluate AI model output and create
training data to increase AI output accuracy. They have over ten years of data experience in speech recognition,
image recognition, search relevance, maps, customer service bots and machine translation.
info_en@pactera.com
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